
NEW  Meeting Openers   
New titles in the award-winning  Smart Start™ series

 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 
Here is a collection of videos that will provide the perfect beginning (or 
ending) to any of your meetings or training sessions.  In just four short 

minutes using music, animated text and graphics, these thought-provoking programs will instruct, inspire, and 
definitely generate discussion.  Use these SmartStart™ and other great meeting opener videos to “warm-up” 
your audience and prepare them to hear and retain your message. 

 
New! SMART-START™ Respect Meeting Opener 
It Takes Just A Little Respect will inspire your employees to consider their part in creating a respect-filled workplace.  
Show this with M.E.E.T. On Common Ground, the hottest new video on workplace diversity—or in any training session 
on respect and communication. 
 

New! SMART-START™ Coaching Meeting Opener 
It Takes Work! is the ideal opener for any training session on coaching, leading, or communicating with employees.  Your 
managers will be encouraged to think about the power of clear, two-way communication and their role in coaching 
employees to grow and perform.  Ideal for use with the award-winning program The Courage to Coach. 
 

New! SMART-START™ Sexual Harassment Meeting Opener 
It’s Everyone’s Responsibility helps to build awareness and communicates the importance of knowing sexual 
harassment when you see it, understanding its negative impact, and your role in preventing it.  This SmartStart™ is ideal 
for use with Sexual Harassment: It Can Happen Here or any session on preventing harassment.    
 

SMART-START™ Motivation Meeting Opener 
Viewers will gain new perspective on setting and achieving goals.  This is the perfect opener for the goal-setting video 
Motivation: dream it. walk it. believe it. or ANY session where you want employees to feel motivated and inspired. 
Selected by Training Media Review as one of the Top 10 Training Programs of 2000. 
 

SMART-START™ Attitude Meeting Opener 
This video helps employees see how workplace attitudes affect relationships and companies.  Great for training on 
attitude, conflict, communication and more—perfect when paired with Bad Apples: How To Deal With Difficult 
Attitudes. 
 

SMART-START™ Employment Law Meeting Opener 
The Manager and The Law is an invigorating introductory video appropriate for training sessions focused on key 
workplace legal issues.  Viewers feel the impact of powerful statements and informational tips that relate to their role as a 
manager.  Also a great way to start training for It’s the Law or any Legal Briefs title. 
 

“I wish my manager would just…” Meeting Opener 
More than a thousand employees were asked to complete the statement, “I wish my manager would just…”  Some 
answers may surprise you, while others will seem simple, but they will get your audience thinking.  This is the perfect 
kickoff for any management or leadership session. 

 ALL Meeting Openers are $295 for License/Purchase 
 

Average Length:  4 Minutes     Additional discounts available for Education, Government, Non-profits 
 

 
For more information contact: 
TRAINING SOLUTIONS, Inc. 

PO Box 220100, Chantilly, VA 20153 
703-818-8662 

www.trainingsolutions.com 
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